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QUESTION 1

Your customer wants to establish a maintenance work center with various actMty types, each with a 

different fixed price. How do you accomplish this? Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Create various maintenance actMty types with the fixed prices and assign them to the work 

B. Define the actMty types for each maintenance planning plant. 

C. Create various maintenance actMty types in each work center and assign a price. 

D. Define the actMty types in Controlling and assign them to the cost center of the work center. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When a user creates a task list using the Copy function, all the header fields transfer to the new task list, 

with one exception. Which field is the exception? Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Usage 

B. Work Center 

C. Assembly 

D. Status 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer executes deadline monitoring (transaction IP30). What happens after you insert additional 

call dates using the manual call function? Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. The system restarts the maintenance plan. 

B. The system retains the normal scheduled call dates. 

C. The system fixes the next scheduled call date. 

D. The system reschedules all previous scheduled call dates. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What does the maintenance plan category determine? 

A. The type of maintenance call object the system generates for a due maintenance call 

B. The type of technical object for the maintenance plan 

C. How maintenance call objects are generated for a due maintenance call 

D. The grouping of similar maintenance plans together for reporting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customer needs to review costs in a maintenance order at operation level. 

Which Customizing steps must you perform? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Set the account assignment indicator for the costing sheet and assign the costing sheet to the order type. 

B. Set the account assignment indicator for the settlement profile and assign the settlement profile to the order type. 

C. Set the account assignment indicator for the valuation variant and assign the valuation variant to the cost variant. 

D. Set the account assignment indicator for the order type and assign the order type to the plants. 

Correct Answer: D 
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